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Prologue

Adda, in Bengali, implies colloquial on-site conversations where some people

in a community or between communities, group themselves in a friendly

manner to discuss various issues at length. More specifically, adda provides

a space for open-ended, slow-paced conversations inviting storytelling,

anecdotes, and dialogues, such as the kind that takes place between friends

and neighbours. As pointed out by Srinivas in his lectures of 1945 (cited in Sen

2021), a researchermust consider the relationship andmoral dimensions with

the chosen community in the research. This is primarily because the natural

behaviour and worldviews of marginal communities cannot be learned simply

through interviews and quantified information (Madan 2004). By dissolving

the frontiers of ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ through prolonged exchanges in

groups, addas are expected essentially to produce a congenial climate for

deepening cultural connections and relationships between the community
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and participant researchers.

A few days before we started the fieldwork, diverse ideas sprouted up as we

intended to have an immersive conversation with the women dry-fishers of

the Frasergunj village in Indian Sundarbans. Compounded by our existing

cultural bonds with the community, an adda, we pondered, would effortlessly

allow us to dive deeper into their lifestories. We were strongly motivated to be

sincere listeners to whom they could only vent out their exasperation, anguish

and grievances but also share good feelings, stories of the family, memories

of contentment and cultural-spiritual beliefs. With such an ambition, an

‘immersive adda’ was conducted with twelve women dry-fishers who labour

in the Lalgunj shabar. Our long, cordial conversations and rapports permitted

us to know them better through diverse storylines of their lives, livelihoods

and (p)liabilities. A sound of fright and heavy sighs often infused the air as

they began divulging their memories of disaster aftermaths. Thus, the adda

that started in the morning, flowed and followed till the mid-day sun.

Walking the coastline

On a dazzling Novembermorning, we took thewinding trails across the quaint

Lalgunj village at the western part of the Indian Sundarbans (Figure 1). Along

both the sides of themuddy trail, to be overtaken by a boundless sandy swathe,

we could locate small huts accompanied by vegetable gardens and ponds. Who

will say that these households, plants and inhabitants of the village endured

the fury of an aggressive Cyclone Yaas in the recent past (May 23, 2021)? With

a strong gush of unruly winds, trees were uprooted, ponds were engulfed with

saline water from the sea when embankments collapsed to blur boundaries

between concrete and clay.
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1

Today, the clear blue firmament enlivens every activity in the village, but who

knows for how long. A piercing fear of uncertainty loomed large on us as we

kept walking near the shore. Right after traversing across an abandoned dried
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Figure 1. Lalgunj shabar in Frasergunj, Indian Sundarbans. 
Source: Raktima Ghosh
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fish site, the narrow trail unwrapped a wide coastal floor, perpetually swashed

by the murky waves of the Bay of Bengal. Unable to mark off the horizon

in the watery expanse, our attention was soon seized by a number of boats

and trawlers that were gliding along the river mouth. On the other side, we

quickly traced an array of zestful dried fish camps locally known as shabar,

thanks to the dry winter months when the coastline of Bengal bustles with

fish processing activities. As we paused to take some photographs, one of our

teammembers suddenly instructed us not to miss the sight of Meendhara by

two young girls and their mother who looked dreadfully indigent. In Bengali,

Meendhara implies catching seedling of tiger shrimp or bagda meen from the

turbid waters off the shore. We were swayed to get a first-hand glimpse of the

process. But, the awareness that 10-15 women dry-fishers were waiting to

meet us at Niranjan babu’s large shabar prompted us to rush towards the adda

site. Yet, we stopped again right in front of our destination. Fresh fish was

being unloaded by the fishers who returned after a five-day long deep-sea

voyage. We were captivated by the flow and rhythm engendering within the

process of fish transfer from one hand to the other and finally, to themanually

driven cart which takes the fish to the shabar yard – the site prepared with

layers of net and straw that help to retain a desirable heat for the fish (Figure

2).
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1

As we finally reached the shabar, a strong pungent odour touched our lungs

and welcomed us to the zone of dried fish. The yard was girdled by bamboo

scaffolds, accommodating bomla (Bombay Duck) and Ribbon fish for drying

in bundles. Under the glaring sun, a group of about 15-20 women was sitting

with cane baskets and separating fish into different varieties from amound of

dried fish (Figure 3). Aswemoved closer to observe their work, we could spot a

balloon-like wrapper in their fingers. Upon enquiry, a woman replied in a pale

voice, “We wear this in order to defend our fingers from the sharp teeth of bomla.”

A fading smile was in her face as she glanced at us. We understood that these

were needs-driven protective gear, innovated by them in the absence of more

effective tools.

We came across a temple adorning idol; pradip (earthen lamp) was lit and

a pleasant aroma of agarbati was drenching the air around it. The shabar

manager told us that Ma Ganga (Goddess Ganga) is worshipped by the dry

fish crew in every shabar aiming for a hassle-free day. “Ma Ganga protects

the fish. We pray to her to look after the fish. We cannot survive without fish”,

he asserted. While strolling around the site we saw some fishers knitting

behundi jaal (bottom-set bag net), a key instrument used in deep-sea fishing,
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Figure 2. Fishes are spread over the drying yard in Lalgunj shabar
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with amazing speed and concentration manifesting their skills, expertise and

attachment into the process. “I used to fish long before. Now I am old and my

sons go for fishing”, an elderly, experienced fisher in the group revealed tome4.

Soon after, we encountered a set of dexterous manoeuvres by a large number

of women andmen who convene from different corners of the delta. With a

messy assemblage of thoughts andmultiple questions, we finally entered into

a large room, geared up for the adda.

1

Meeting the hajira workers

Stepping inside a shadowy room, our gaze was immediately captured by the

curious, yet sparkling eyes of twelve women. Together we sat cosy on a raised

couch – the height indicated to its importance in keeping away floodwaters

during cyclones or heavy rainfall. The meal for the day was being prepared in

an attached kitchen. However, the meal was only for the committee members

4 Here ‘me’ implies the first author Ghosh.
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Figure 3. Our adda partners are busy sorting dried fish
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of the shabar, including the owner, managers andmale workers inhabiting

the shabar during the entire dry fish season of four months (November to

February). We were uncomfortable with this arrangement but suppressed our

thoughts for the time being. The adda began (Figure 4).

We were sitting with women hajira labourers who are tasked with fish

cleaning, sorting, binding and tending dried fish with the help of self-

innovated artisanal tools. Here, hajira implies that they are hired by the owner

on ‘no work no pay’ basis. Most of them commute daily by foot from their

native places in Pathar Pratima and Kakdwip blocks to the shabar. Some of

the workers who stay in the shabar during winter, live in tiny, frail shacks,

and prepare their ownmeals twice a day. Women dry-fishers of various age-

groups joined us in the adda: five women were likely between 20-40 years of

age whereas rest of them were either in their 50s or 60s. Often they belong

to the same family; the mother-in-law tutoring the daughter-in-law about

the use of tools, different types of fish, sorting processes, and other tricks of

the trade. They consider this inter-generational transmission of knowledge

crucial as it facilitates their performance and practices as collective teams.

Their age-old and daily saga of struggle came out sharp through their weary

eyes, deeply buried in their face, scratched hand palms and tattered sarees.

The details were significantly visible even in that dimly lit room.
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1

Gendered renderings of disaster

Overturing the adda was not difficult as we smiled at each other – “We are

grateful to have you here amid this busy hour in the shabar! We are here to know

how you are and whatever you would like to share with us.”, someone among us

expressed.

“Ei to cholchhe. Amra sokale aashi, ekhane kaaj kore bikele bari jai.,” replied

Sandhya in a meek voice. (“Life is moving on as usual. We come here in the

morning, labour for the whole day and return back to home at the evening.”).

Sandhya and her mother-in-law, Rina, who is in her 60s, travel daily from

the L-Plot village of Pathar Pratima block. Sandhya’s boy Deepak (10 years)

has been accompanying her these days as the schools are now closed due to

the pandemic. Her husband is a deep-sea fisher, employed in another shabar

in this village.

“How do you reach here every morning?” we asked curiously. In an almost

chorus note, we heard, “We reach here by walking from home.” Sumi added

despairingly, “Have you seen the creek towards the north of the shabar? We swim
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Figure 4. Our ‘adda’
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the creek every day. It looks dangerous during the high tide.” Sumi has been

working here for five years now. She lives with her 14-year-old daughter after

losing her husband who used to work as a daily labourer in Andhra Pradesh,

two years before. Her debilitating, yet evocative eyes repeatedly struck me

and I asked her, “After all this, is everything going well?”

“Everything has to go well, otherwise how will we survive here? I earn only

Rs. 2505 per day and take care of my mother-in-law and daughter. But ravaging

cyclones sweep everything including our mental strength.” Echoing her, Miloni

added, “We suffered a lot during Aila, Amphan and Bulbul cyclones. Our houses

were completely destroyed.” When she observed water gushing landward

menacingly through the faults of the river bank that was hit by the strong

blows of Amphan, she rushed towards her neighbour’s house with her two

children and some food. Miloni was living alone as her husband had gone to

the city for over a month. “When I returned back to the house after few hours, a

part of it was completely collapsed. I searched everywhere amidst the winds, but

could not find my cattle.”

Hewitt (1983) rightly noted in one of his studies that disasters are imposed

upon the traditional societies by the industrialized world and its implications

depend upon the social order, demographic patterns, everyday relations to the

habitat and broader historical circumstances shaping situations. Such inten-

sive cyclones are not new in the Sundarbans and the degree of devastation is

not unknown to the elderly people of this ‘reclaimed’ land; what is prominent

is that the compounding effect of cyclones with other environmental changes

and socio-political burdens are significantly revealing social challenges and

transformations of human-nonhuman relationships.

They repeatedly reminded us about the impacts of the 2009-cyclone Aila,

which was the most severe in terms of magnitude. They appeared as a

choir of women – each of them drawing out from someone else’s string

of words, inserting her own expressions and weaving up the whole story

together. Sitting next to Sumi, Fatima remembered the aftermaths of Aila, “I

remained in complete bewilderment as the hut started trembling amid the rising

5 Rs. 250 is equivalent to around 4.21 CAD
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floodwater. I was running to protect a little livestock we had.,” she muttered

with her lips moving rapidly. Wandering through my imagination, I was

trying to understand whether Fatimameant that her wellbeing is intimately

related to the cattle as she risked her life for protecting the animals who

shared the world with them. How does this relationship look and how far is

it from the life on the ‘mainland’? How do they tie the knot between these

manyworlds? How is this companionship touched by the twenty-first century

taproots of globalization? This set of questions would again stir up during the

lazy afternoonwhilewewould be scrolling the computer screens, I thought. As

I ventured into their collective expressions, I made sense that being related in

this vulnerable archipelago certainly means to endure the hostilities together,

to be incapable to protect, to be dependent and at the same time, independent

– is it a differential attachment that sustains us with a feeling or experience of

detachment?

Vandana’s husband cultivated fish in their own household pond. Their sole

arrangement of freshwater fishery was damaged by a salt-water invasion.

They say ‘time heals everything’ – thousands of dry-fishers and fishers like

Vandana and her husband have learned from their experiences of blights

and adaptation ‘tactics’ against the cyclone impacts. Michel de Certeau

(1984) distinguished between ‘strategies’ and ‘tactics.’ While ‘strategy’ is a

structured practice of relatively powerful actors aiming to create control and

impose stability over local conditions, ‘tactics’ is the ‘art of the powerless’

who deal with uncertainties by depending upon the possibilities of prevalent

circumstances (de Certeau 1984, cited in Ivars 2020). Vandana’s husband

restored the pond with his endless efforts over two years. After removing

the saline water from of the pond and adding an appropriate amount of chun

(lime), thepondwas left fallowuntil themonsoon that fed thepond freshwater,

a foremost requirement for fish cultivation. Like many households, they had

to strenuously rebuild the hut with their meagre savings – after all, everyone
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cannot earn the fortune of the PradhanMantri Gramin Awas Yojana6 housing

scheme of the Central Government.

The homes that they built after Aila little-by-little were destroyed within

hours by the squalls of Amphan in May 2020. They were evacuated to

a nearby hotel by the local police administrators in the aftermath of the

disaster. While the national lockdown for containing Covid-19 pandemic

was already testing their adaptive capacity, the constricted space was the only

opportunity available for their survival until the cyclone dissipated. However,

the following day did not bring any relief – huts were pasted to the ground,

cattle weremissing, tube wells were broken, all routes were flooded (Figure 5).

With inadequate food and water, they held on without eating anything, only

managing to gather something for their children.

1

6 National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 2005 (NREGA), later renamed as the “Mahatma

Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act” (MGNREGA), is an Indian labour law and

social security measure that target to guarantee the ‘right to work’. This act was passed in 23

August 2005 under the formerUPAgovernment of PrimeMinister Dr. Manmohan Singh. Under

the MGNREGA scheme, PradhanMantri Gramin Awas Yojana (previously Indira Awas Yojana)

was relaunched in 2015 by the current government to provide housing for rural population in

India.

6

Figure 5. Broken tube well after the strikes of Bulbul
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Adense silence suddenly took over the prevailing tenor of the room. Somebody

brought us tea. My eyes moved to Shikha’s 24-year-old daughter Puja, who

had remained silent until now as I almost whispered to her ear, “Where is your

home?”

“Me and my mother stay here in the shabar. Our home is in an interior village of

Kakdwip.”

Puja is learning from her mother and grandmother how to hold the patta (a

traditional knife-like tool made of bamboo, used for sorting and separating

dried fish), to flip the fish to get the confirmation that fish has been dried

properly, and how the bomla needs to be placed on the bamboo racks. Her

grandmother has been practicing these skills for 10 years now.

“What happens here during rainfall, Puja?”, I wanted to know. “We live in one

of the shacks you may have seen outside. Heavy showers in winter inundate the

shabar yard including our shacks and ruin the fishes.”, she lamented. “Foul odour

of rotten dried fishes makes us sick.”, Shikha added. The unwelcome November

storms confirm the increasing trend of a tropical depression transforming into

a powerful cyclone in Bay of Bengal. However, the shabar yard including the

shacks gets stagnated for at least seven days once the heavy rains inundate the

shabar (Figure 6). This dreadful situation is further revealed by the inadequate

sanitation facilities for women in the shabar.

“There is knee-deep water everywhere, be it our house or the landing site.”,

Shikha said.
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2

While cyclonic surges shatter all arrangements in the shabar to refurbish

it again, erratic winter rainfall decays dried fish, which affects the profits

of the owner. All these complexities finally end up curtailing the wage rate

of the hajira workers. On the other hand, deep-sea fishing often claims

fishers’ lives as the boats are overturned by huge tidal waves, empowered

by sudden storms. In the Sundarbans, there are a large number of widows

whose husbands were lost to such storms in the sea. Repeated storm strikes

lay bare the uneven, gendered vulnerabilities arising within the interactions

between climate change induced disasters and sociopolitical complexities in

the region. The degree of vulnerability has reached the tipping point with the

unfolding and intensification of the trafficking of women by both men and

women traffickers, especially in the Kakdwip areas of Sundarbans.

“As if the sea is advancing towards us to eat away the lands.” slurred Vandana.

“It was not like this before. The char outside the shabar, once used to be a paddy

field.”, chipped in Yasmin Begum, 62 years old. By ‘char’, she meant the silt

deposited land erected by the sea.

“Do you receive reliefs after the cyclones?”

“Wehaven’t got any relief after themost recent Bulbul and Yaas. In some villages,
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Figure 6. Inside a kitchen in the shabar
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tarpaulins have beendistributed to communities.” repliedPuja. “Weneed concrete,

disaster-proof shelters where we dwell during cyclones. Our houses are too weak.”

Vandana said.

Stepping out and stepping in the (un)told frontiers

Lives, there, are so connected that the ramifications of destruction in one’s

life can touch the other’s and thus, they accumulate experiences which help

them to prepare for future impacts. We felt how the sustained conversations

initiated our journey with them along their very own stories of a ‘shared

reality’, relatedness and enactments. The afternoon sun emerged stronger,

the fishers again headed towards the sea and our partners in the adda started

getting ready to go back to work. We returned from the site silently as if all

our ideas of the women’s lives in this delta have been muddled up so that

we can reinvent them in more sensible and responsible ways. At the same

time, we could relate to how the narratives of local lives keep rolling around

(in)visible uncertainties and resilience amidst all that provides impetus to the

growing complexities, debates, and decisions of globally prominent discourse

of Anthropocene.
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